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SOURCES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, AND RESEARCH NOTES

Barbara Levergood

10 July 2021

The ROOTS Users Group of Arlington, VA

How bibliographic software (Zotero and EndNote) can help you collect and 
manage sources, make citations and bibliographies, find important 

information in your sources, and take better advantage of your research notes. 
(These programs supplement TMG, not replace it.)

Do you forget what source materials you have? Can’t find them? 
Can’t remember their content? What materials are special problems?

Do you need a place to store your research notes?
Do you already use bibliographic software for genealogy?

Share in the chat, if you wish. © Barbara Levergood



Topics

■ Introduction

■ What can TMG do?

■ Bibliographic software
– Focus on Zotero
– Also EndNote

■ Use cases, lots of

■ Some other functionalities

■ One way to get started using bibliographic software

■ Not on the agenda
– How to use the software.
– How to cite.
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Bibliographic software 
is more than just 
about creating 

citations. It is also a 
database.

Bibliographic software 
supplements - rather 
than replaces - TMG. 



Introduction
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Bibliographic software

■ Zotero, free, https://www.zotero.org/
– Windows, Macintosh, Linux
– "Zotero is a project of the Corporation for Digital Scholarship, a 

nonprofit organization dedicated to the development of software 
and services for researchers and cultural heritage institutions."

■ EndNote, $249, https://endnote.com/
– Windows, Macintosh 
– Clarivate

■ Also Mendeley, Papers, RefWorks, etc.
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https://www.zotero.org/
https://endnote.com/


Genealogical software
■ "The Master Genealogist™ (or TMG) is the 

complete family history project manager for 
Windows. […] TMG comes with everything you 
need to:

– manage volumes of research data, photos, 
and sources. 

– organize a research trip, including ‘To Do’ 
lists, reference material, charts, and forms. 

– […] 

– or publish a book, complete with table of 
contents, footnotes, multiple indexes, and 
bibliography!" TMG Help system. 
(Author’s underlining.)

■ Also Family Historian, RootsMagic.

Bibliographic software
■ "Zotero is, at the most basic level, a reference 

manager. It is designed to store, manage, and 
cite bibliographic references, such as books 
and articles. [...] More broadly, Zotero is a 
powerful tool for collecting and organizing 
research information and sources." 
https://www.zotero.org/support/quick_start_guide

■ EndNote

bibliographic software ≡ 
reference management software ≡ 
citation management software

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reference_management_software
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https://www.zotero.org/support/quick_start_guide


• Sources, citations, bibliographies integratable into Word.
• Thousands of citation styles (but not Mills or Lackey).
• Features for extracting bibliographic metadata.*
• Features for collecting fulltext of publications.
• Easily import and export bibliographic metadata (e.g. 

author, title, place of publication).

Zotero
and/or 

EndNote

TMG • Sources, citations, bibliographies integrated into genealogical software and reports.
• Citation styles based on those designed for genealogy (Mills, Lackey).

• Store and manage sources and citations.
• Create bibliographies.
• Store and manage files.
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* Bibliographic metadata: information about a resource that facilitates its 
identification, e.g. title; author; date of publication, creation, or copyright.

Both



Background

■ I have not “perfected” my sources in TMG.

■ ProCite, and later EndNote, user for over 25 years.

■ Recent dabbler in Zotero; not an expert.

■ Librarian

■ Primarily use Chicago Manual of Style.

■ My future direction (not there yet)
– Mills, Elizabeth Shown. Evidence Explained: Citing History Sources from Artifacts to 

Cyberspace. Third edition. Baltimore, Maryland: Genealogical Publishing Company, 2015.
[Most recent edition is 3rd revised ed., 2017.]

– Jones, Tom, "Mastering the Art of Genealogical Documentation," Genealogical Research 
Institute of Pittsburgh (GRIP), 20-25 June 2021.
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What can TMG do?
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Bibliographic software 
supplements - rather 
than replaces - TMG. 
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TMG sample file

TMG-Choose a source category

The source “categories are drawn from two leading style 
guides: Cite Your Sources by Richard S. Lackey (Jackson, 
Mississippi: University Press of Mississippi, 1980) and 
Evidence! Citation & Analysis for the Family Historian by 
Elizabeth Shown Mills (Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing 
Company, 1997).” TMG Help System
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TMG-Create source types

TMG sample file
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TMG-digression

See also:

■ The Tri-Valley TMG Users Group. The Tri-Valley TMG Users Group's Source Templates 
for the Master Genealogist(TM): A Guide for Creating Computerized Genealogical 
Source Citation Templates. Livermore, California: Livermore-Amador Genealogical 
Society, 2013. Available from https://www.lulu.com/.

– "This template sample obviously does not replicate all the citations found in 
Evidence Explained, nor do all these templates match EE exactly. This sample 
does serve as a reasonable starting point, however."

■ Susan Johnston. Creating Source Templates for The Master Genealogist. 
http://www.rootsusers.org/downloads/presentations2.html

■ “Request for Style: Genealogy,” 
https://forums.zotero.org/discussion/21137/request-for-style-genealogy

https://www.lulu.com/
http://www.rootsusers.org/downloads/presentations2.html
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TMG-Create a source

TMG sample file



TMG sample file 13

TMG-Store selected information
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TMG-Store selected information - 2

TMG sample file
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TMG-Customize output form

TMG sample file
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TMG-Cite sources for an event. (Bibliographic software 
cannot do this.)

TMG sample file
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TMG-Include additional bibliographic metadata or 
notes for citations

TMG sample file
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TMG-Generate report with citations, bibliography, and 
exhibits. (Bibliographic software cannot do this.)

TMG sample file



TMG Zotero EndNote

• Built-in: 3 source categories.
• Lackey 1980, Mills 1997, custom.
• Customize or create new ones? Yes.

• Built-in: > 9000 citation styles.
• Example: Chicago Manual of Style 17th 

edition (note, annotated bibliography), 
but not Evidence Explained. 

• Customize or create new ones? Yes, 
but may be difficult.

• Built-in: > 6000 output styles.
• Example: Chicago 17th Footnote, but 

not Evidence Explained.
• Customize or create new ones? Yes.

• Built-in: ca. 100 source types for 
archival and published sources.

• Example: Book (Authored). 
• Customize or create new ones? Yes.

• Built-in: 36 item types.
• Example: Book.
• Customize or create new ones? No. 

https://forums.zotero.org/discussion/84557/new-
feature-custom-item-type

• Built-in: 54 reference types.
• Example: Book. 
• Customize or create new ones? Yes.

• Built-in: source elements.
• Examples: Author, Title.
• Customize or create new ones? Yes.

• Built-in: item fields. 
• Examples: Creators, Title. (Note: You 

can assign the Author role to Creators.)
• Can create new ones using the Extra 

field.

• Built-in: fields. 
• Examples: Author, Title.
• Can create new ones using a Custom 

field.

Compare TMG with Zotero and EndNote
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Bibliographic software
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Bibliographic software 
is more than just 
about creating 

citations. It is also a 
database.

Bibliographic software 
supplements - rather 
than replaces - TMG. 



Zotero record
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Zotero output - 1

1. Chicago 17th ed., Notes and Bibliography
Fisher, Charles A. The Snyder County Pioneers. Reprinted, Originally published in 

1938. Herrold Reunion Association and the Snyder County Historical Society, 2001. 

2. APA 7th ed.
Fisher, C. A. (2001). The Snyder County pioneers (Reprinted, originally published in 

1938). Herrold Reunion Association and the Snyder County Historical Society. 
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“Citation management applications such as EndNote or Zotero allow users to build libraries of reference data 
based directly on their research. These data can be used to place notes or in-text references in a manuscript or 
to generate bibliographies or reference lists—all formatted according to any number of citation styles 
(including both of Chicago’s). The results, however, are only as good as the data that generate them and the 
software used to format them. [...] Citation management tools work best for citing recently published books 
and journal articles and other common publication formats.” The Chicago Manual of Style. 17th edition. The 
University of Chicago Press, 2017, 14.5, “Citation management tools.”



Zotero output - 2
3. RIS export (a standard bibliographic import and export format)

TY  - BOOK
TI  - The Snyder County pioneers
AU  - Fisher, Charles A.
DA  - 2001///
PY  - 2001
ET  - Reprinted, originally published in 1938
SP  - 103
LA  - English
PB  - Herrold Reunion Association and the Snyder County Historical Society
SN  - 978-0-8063-5060-8
UR  - D:\genealogy_pubs\... 

http://books.google.com/books?id=T8XwW7YQZXIC&lpg=PA1&dq=%22Snyder%20County%20pioneers%22&pg=
PA7#v=onepage&q=%22Snyder%20County%20pioneers%22&f=false (not full view)

N1  - External Resources: Cite This Item Geographic: Snyder County (Pa.) -- Biography. Snyder County (Pa.) -- Genealogy. 
Pennsylvania -- Snyder County. Note(s): Reprint. Originally published: Selinsgrove, Penn. : C.A. Fisher, 1938. Class 
Descriptors: LC: F157.S5; Dewey: 974.849 Responsibility: by Charles A. Fisher. Vendor Info: Baker &amp; Taylor YBP 
Library Services (BKTY YANK) 14.00 Status: active Entry: 20010718 Update: 20191021 Provider: OCLC

N1  - For 2001 ed: Biographies of Lieutenant John Feight (or Veit or Feit) Livingood, George Livingood, Jacob Livingood, 
Jr., and John Livingood (p. 53-54). Also: Jacob Harpster lived in Penn Twp. in 1776; assessed in Beaver Twp. in 1789. 
(p. 36). David Herbster (Harpster, Herpster, etc.) assessed in Beaver Twp. in 1789; assessed in 1786 in Buffalo Twp. (p. 
39). Sechrist, p. 80. Christina (Eckhart) Livingood, daughter of Jacob (p. 22.)

N1  - have 1938 and 2001 versions
KW  - Pennsylvania -- Snyder County.
KW  - Snyder County (Pa.) -- Biography.
KW  - Snyder County (Pa.) -- Genealogy.
KW  - Includes Levergood-type names;
KW  - Possible (?) migrant: 1754, Halifax, Hans Veit;
ER  -
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Zotero: 
Integration with 
Word (demo?)
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Zotero interface
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Content of my EndNote database

My EndNote database includes primarily 
derivative sources* and authored works*, e.g. 
published books, journal articles, family 
histories, etc.

– Not (m)any original sources*, e.g. census 
records, church records, etc.

– 1400 items in database.
966 (69%) - books
34 (2%) - book chapters
223 (16%) - journal articles
48 (3%) - web pages
7 (<1%) - newspaper articles
81 (6%) – journals and newspapers
7 (<1%) - manuscript items or collections
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I have ca. 2500 TMG sources.
Ca. 85 (3%) books
Ca. 400 (16%) newspapers 
or newspaper articles
Ca. 850 (34%) census 
sources (split or lumped)

87%

50%

* Mills, Elizabeth Shown. Evidence Explained: 
Citing History Sources from Artifacts to 
Cyberspace. 3rd ed. Baltimore, Maryland: 
Genealogical Publishing Company, 2015, 24.



Questions so far????
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More use cases

■ Bibliographic metadata
– Integration with Word
– Record derivative sources and authored works.
– Manage sources: identify, describe, locate, ingest (Winifred)
– Manage sources: find fulltext and digitize (Winifred)
– Record information about journals (Frederick)
– Reminder to your future self (Lillian)

■ Enhanced metadata
– Enhanced metadata for research notes (Sally)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials (Henry)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials – maps (Susanna)

■ Use Evidence Explained style? (Phoebe)
28



Manage sources: identify, describe, locate – Winifred 1

Problem: Winifred had a collection of derivative sources and 
authored works, e.g. books, journal articles, family histories, etc. 
She only vaguely knew what she had or where anything was on her 
shelves or on her hard drive. Some of it was in TMG, but most of it 
was not.
Goal: She wanted to inventory her materials, be able to properly cite 
them, and be able to locate them.
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Manage sources: identify, describe, locate – Winifred 2

■ Solution: Winifred entered each of her materials into her bibliographic software, 
providing accurate and complete bibliographic metadata. When necessary and 
possible, she wrote or printed the citation on each item. She was now able to identify 
each item and cite it.

■ She added location information to her bibliographic records. Now, when she needs 
an item, she uses the software to find the item’s record and to determine its 
location. Examples:
– URL
– Pathname on harddisk
– Shelf
– File folder or binder name or number
– Archive, repository, database
– ID number, reference number, TMG source number
– Call number

■ Goals accomplished: inventory her materials, be able to properly cite them, and be 
able to locate them.
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Manage sources: identify, describe, locate – Winifred 3
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Import into Zotero from file
Manage sources: ingest - 1

How could Winifred ingest metadata into Zotero?

1. By hand.

2. Copy and paste.

3. Direct import.

4. Save to Zotero.

5. Add PDF. 

6. Item identifier (ISBN, DOI, PMID, arXiv ID).

7. Import from clipboard.

8. Import from file, e.g. BibTeX, Endnote XML, RIS.
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Always depends on metadata available.
More info: Adding Items to Zotero, https://www.zotero.org/support/adding_items_to_zotero



Manage sources: ingest – 2 (demo)
■ Copy and paste.

– Woodruff, Mrs. H.W. "Hiesler Family in Ohio." Ohio: The Crossroads of our Nation. Records & 
Pioneer Families 5, no. 4 (October-December 1964): 172-73. 
"In the 1800 census of Northumberland Co., Pa., Moghentonga twp. we find Henry Hiesler and in 
the same area are the Weiant, Steffy, Haun, Winnings, Hosterman, and Livingood families, many 
of them related, that accompanied him to Jefferson County, Ohio.” p. 172

■ Direct import.
– WorldCat, https://www.worldcat.org/ > The descendants of Jacob Runninger of Frenchcreek

Township, Venago County, Pennsylvania
■ Save to Zotero.

– Runninger
– Family Search books, https://www.familysearch.org/library/books/ > Genealogy of the Levegood, 

Levergood
– Google Scholar, https://scholar.google.com/ , "Washington on the West Bank of the Delaware“

■ Add PDF. 
– The Varner family
– paperclip > attach stored copy of file 

■ Import from RIS file
– File > Import >
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https://www.familysearch.org/library/books/


Import into Zotero from file
Manage sources: ingest - 3

How could Winifred ingest metadata from TMG?

1. TMG source import and export is as .xso (“export source file”) 
only. What to do with it??

2. Copy and paste from TMG by hand.

3. Export from TMG as GEDCOM; use GedSite custom templates; 
wrangle into RIS (etc.); import. 
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Manage sources: ingest - 4
How could Winifred ingest metadata from TMG?

4. Save TMG List of Sources as .xls.
– Probably the most efficient way to get sources out of TMG.
– Clean. Wrangle into RIS (etc.). Clean some more. Import into Zotero.
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Excel function
=CONCATENATE("TY  - BOOK","AU  - ",E2, "TI  - ",D2, "PB  - ", F2, "CY  - ", G2, "PY  -
", H2,"ER  - ")

Excel function output
TY  - BOOKAU  - United Presbyterian Church of North AmericaTI - Cyclopedic Manual of 
the United Presbyterian Church of North America.PB - United Presbyterian ChurchCY -
Philadelphia, PennsylvaniaPY - 1903ER 

Cleaned RIS
TY  - BOOK
AU  - United Presbyterian Church of North America
TI  - Cyclopedic Manual of the United Presbyterian Church of North America.
PB  - United Presbyterian Church
CY  - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
PY  - 1903
ER  -



Manage sources: ingest – 5 (demo)
How could Winifred ingest metadata from TMG? Save TMG List of Sources as .xls. 

1. TMG > Report > List of Sources > List of sources columnar output > Options 
> Output columns .... [choose the columns that you want to be in Zotero] … > 
Save as .xls

2. Open list of sources 2.xls (lightly edited). Add a new column at left. 

3. Select A2. Enter function: 
=CONCATENATE("TY  - BOOK","AU  - ",E2, "TI  - ",D2, "PB  - ", F2, "CY  - ", G2, "PY  
- ", H2,"ER  - ")

4. Fill down.

5. Copy column A. Paste into Notepad then Word.

6. Put in line breaks.

7. RIS!
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Questions so far????
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More use cases

■ Bibliographic metadata
– Integration with Word
– Record derivative sources and authored works.
– Manage sources: identify, describe, locate, ingest (Winifred)
– Manage sources: find fulltext and digitize (Winifred)
– Record information about journals (Frederick)
– Reminder to your future self (Lillian)

■ Enhanced metadata
– Enhanced metadata for research notes (Sally)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials (Henry)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials – maps (Susanna)

■ Use Evidence Explained style? (Phoebe)
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Manage sources: find fulltext and digitize - Winifred
■ Goal: Winifred had also wanted to try to find the online fulltext of some items in her 

print collection and wanted to digitize some of the others.

■ Solution: She easily managed that project using the location information she had 
entered for each item in her bibliographic database. 
– In addition, she added a note “do not have” for those items for which she did not 

have the fulltext.
□ She began by searching for the fulltext online for the 

out-of-copyright “do not have” items.

– For items she wanted to digitize, she printed a citation (generated by Zotero) on 
the first page or added a citation by hand, as necessary.
□ She scanned in the items.

– She updated location 
information in the 
records.

■ Goals accomplished.
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More use cases

■ Bibliographic metadata
– Integration with Word
– Record derivative sources and authored works.
– Manage sources: identify, describe, locate, ingest (Winifred)
– Manage sources: find fulltext and digitize (Winifred)
– Record information about journals (Frederick)
– Reminder to your future self (Lillian)

■ Enhanced metadata
– Enhanced metadata for research notes (Sally)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials (Henry)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials – maps (Susanna)

■ Use Evidence Explained style? (Phoebe)
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■ Problem: Frederick 
regularly uses articles 
from genealogy journals. 
He can’t remember 
where the journals are 
indexed and how to get 
the fulltext of articles he 
needs.

■ Solution: He stores the 
journal titles in his 
bibliographic database.

■ He includes information 
about where they are 
indexed, other finding 
aids, and where to get 
fulltext.

■ Ditto newspapers, 
websites, etc.

Record information 
about journals

41Courtesy NEHGS, NGS, HSP.



More use cases

■ Bibliographic metadata
– Integration with Word
– Record derivative sources and authored works.
– Manage sources: identify, describe, locate, ingest (Winifred)
– Manage sources: find fulltext and digitize (Winifred)
– Record information about journals (Frederick)
– Reminder to your future self (Lillian)

■ Enhanced metadata
– Enhanced metadata for research notes (Sally)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials (Henry)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials – maps (Susanna)

■ Use Evidence Explained style? (Phoebe)
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Reminder to your future self - Lillian

43

The 
Tulpehocken
settlement

■ Problem: Lillian often finds a reference to a book or article (e.g. 
The Tulpehocken settlement) that she doesn’t have the time to 
engage with immediately but wants to come back to.

■ Solution: She stores the bibliographic and location information 
in her database, marking it somehow so that she can easily 
come back to it. [I leave mine in the default “unfiled” folder in 
EndNote and clean out that folder periodically.]



Questions so far????
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More use cases

■ Bibliographic metadata
– Integration with Word
– Record derivative sources and authored works.
– Manage sources: identify, describe, locate, ingest (Winifred)
– Manage sources: find fulltext and digitize (Winifred)
– Record information about journals (Frederick)
– Reminder to your future self (Lillian)

■ Enhanced metadata
– Enhanced metadata for research notes (Sally)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials (Henry)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials – maps (Susanna)

■ Use Evidence Explained style? (Phoebe)
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Enhanced metadata - research notes - Sally
Problem: Sally makes notes about her research using the materials in her 
collection. She often loses the notes and thus had to redo her research.

Solution: She entered her research notes into her bibliographic database 
(here using EndNote). She could easily find them, update them, and print 
them out.
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Harris, Sharon Lucille. Hankins-Harris: The History and Genealogy of an American Family.
Baltimore, Maryland: Gateway Press, 2000. 
[A description of the "Philip 'Venable' Burkart Sr. and Mary Elizabeth (Unknown)" family 
(probably Mary Elizabeth Levengood, TMG ID 2896), and of their descendants, pp. 476-482.]



More use cases

■ Bibliographic metadata
– Integration with Word
– Record derivative sources and authored works.
– Manage sources: identify, describe, locate, ingest (Winifred)
– Manage sources: find fulltext and digitize (Winifred)
– Record information about journals (Frederick)
– Reminder to your future self (Lillian)

■ Enhanced metadata
– Enhanced metadata for research notes (Sally)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials (Henry)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials – maps (Susanna)

■ Use Evidence Explained style? (Phoebe)
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Enhanced metadata to find materials – Henry 1

Problem: Henry had a collection of derivative sources and 
authored works, e.g. books, journal articles, family histories, etc. 
All of these materials were entered in his bibliographic software. 
Goal: He wanted to be able to make the materials more findable. 
For instance, he often needed to find all his materials that had 
information about a particular individual, a line, or a clan living in 
a particular place. Sometimes he needed to print out lists of the 
materials that he found as a result of his searches to use as a 
checklist, to share with others, or to file away with his research 
materials.
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Enhanced metadata to find materials – Henry 2
■ Solution: Henry added rich metadata to his bibliographic records on 

topics of interest to him such as
– general research notes (as Sally did)
– lines
– families
– clans
– individuals
– immigrants
– names
– places that people lived
– events, e.g. wars that people served in or were affected by
– Dates, date ranges, eras

■ As a result, he was able to search for records relevant to a given topic 
and make a bibliography of those records.

■ Goals accomplished: materials more findable, bibliographies can be 
printed out.
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Enhanced metadata to find materials – 3
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EndNote Field What I use the field for Examples (not from the same record)
Author, Title, Year, 
Publisher, etc.

I usually follow best practices.

Notes Whether I have the item, and if so, in what 
format

have electronic
have print
do not have

URL Pathname of file on my computer. (Not best 
practice.)

D:\genealogy_pubs\Fisher-…

URL URL or source of original item http://www.archive.org/details/outlinehistoryof00sext
FamilySearch books

Abstract Abstract or table of contents
Keywords My own standardized keywords and phrases, 

e.g. whether the surname is mentioned; which 
line; type of material. 
Any keywords or subject headings that are 
imported.

Includes Levergood-type names;
Possible (?) migrant: 1754, Halifax, Hans Veit;

Snyder County (Pa.) -- Biography. 
Snyder County (Pa.) -- Genealogy. 
Pennsylvania -- Snyder County. 

Research Notes My detailed notes about the content, including 
references to Levergood-type names and page 
numbers. 
Selected quotes from the item.
What I have searched, (not) found.

• Levegood-type names on pp. 35, 129, 148, 172, 191, 192, 194, 198.
• Louis Jacob Livingood, M.D., said to have been born Womelsdorf in 

1893, son of Horace F. Livingood, grandson of Louis A. Livingood, great-
grandson of John B. Livingood (Vol. 19, p. 320). 

• Susanna Stahl: "Susanna married Jacob Leavengood, and spent her last 
days in Ohio" (Vol. 3, p. 1062). 51

Enhanced metadata to find materials – 4



Enhanced metadata to find materials – 5 
(my Endnote “template record”)
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Enhanced metadata to find materials – 6 (demo)
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Interpreted from top to bottom as: 
(((swiss OR switz) OR suiss) OR schweiz) AND migra



Enhanced metadata to find materials – 7  (demo)
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More use cases

■ Bibliographic metadata
– Integration with Word
– Record derivative sources and authored works.
– Manage sources: identify, describe, locate, ingest (Winifred)
– Manage sources: find fulltext and digitize (Winifred)
– Record information about journals (Frederick)
– Reminder to your future self (Lillian)

■ Enhanced metadata
– Enhanced metadata for research notes (Sally)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials (Henry)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials – maps (Susanna)

■ Use Evidence Explained style? (Phoebe)
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Enhanced metadata to find maps – Susanna

■ Problem: Susanna uses maps for 
her research. Some are sheet 
maps, some are maps included in 
published books or journal 
articles. Some print, some 
electronic, some both.

■ Goal: She would like to be able to 
easily find maps for a 
geographical area of interest for a 
time period of interest.

■ Solution: She creates an entry for 
each map. She enhances the 
metadata with standardized 
keywords about (1) the 
geographical coverage of the map, 
and (2) the era depicted on the 
map.

■ For maps published in books, 
articles, etc. that also have an 
entry in her database, she also 
adds cross-references.

■ Goal accomplished.
56

Snyder, Charles Fisher. “Northumberland County during the Revolutionary War.” Map in "The Militia 
of Northumberland County During the Revolution," Northumberland County Historical Society: 
Proceedings and Addresses 18 (1950): 64.



Questions so far????
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More use cases

■ Bibliographic metadata
– Integration with Word
– Record derivative sources and authored works.
– Manage sources: identify, describe, locate, ingest (Winifred)
– Manage sources: find fulltext and digitize (Winifred)
– Record information about journals (Frederick)
– Reminder to your future self (Lillian)

■ Enhanced metadata
– Enhanced metadata for research notes (Sally)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials (Henry)
– Enhanced metadata to find materials – maps (Susanna)

■ Use Evidence Explained style? (Phoebe)
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Use Evidence Explained style? - 1

■ Goal: Phoebe has most of the materials that she needs to cite in her 
bibliographic database. However, she would like to cite them using the 
Evidence Explained (EE) style.
– Mills, Elizabeth Shown. Evidence Explained: Citing History Sources 

from Artifacts to Cyberspace. Third edition. Baltimore, Maryland: 
Genealogical Publishing Company, 2015.
[Most recent edition is 3rd revised ed., 2017.]

■ Problem: However, it is said to be impractical or impossible to create 
templates for the full EE style in Zotero. (adamsmith, Request for Style: 
Genealogy, https://forums.zotero.org/discussion/21137/request-for-style-
genealogy; Donna Cox Baker. Zotero for Genealogy: Harnessing the Power of Your 
Research. The Golden Egg Genealogist Series. Tuscaloosa, Alabama: Golden 
Channel Publishing, 2019.)

– Ditto EndNote or any other software.
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https://forums.zotero.org/discussion/21137/request-for-style-genealogy


Use Evidence Explained style? - 2

■ Some partial “solutions” to Phoebe’s quandary.
1. Phoebe could create a new partial style based on EE by creating or 

modifying an existing style in Zotero or EndNote. 
□ Donna Cox Baker has some ideas on how to do this in Zotero. 

“While this might seem complex at first, you will soon find that you 
can quickly translate the EE formats to a satisfactory Zotero 
equivalent, in most cases.” Donna Cox Baker. Zotero for Genealogy: 
Harnessing the Power of Your Research. The Golden Egg Genealogist Series. 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama: Golden Channel Publishing, 2019, p. 120.

2. Phoebe could create a “basic” citation using Zotero or EndNote then 
modify it EE-style in Word.
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Use Evidence Explained style? - 3
■ Some partial “solutions”

3. Phoebe could create a citation for a particular item in her preferred 
style. She could store the entire citation in a suitable field in Zotero or 
EndNote, then copy, paste, and modify as needed.

4. Phoebe could store her EE templates in an unused field in her 
bibliographic software, then copy, paste, and modify as needed.
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Some other functionalities

■ Zotero and EndNote have tools for storing data in the cloud and for collaboration 
(https://www.zotero.org/support/quick_start_guide#collaborate)

■ Use Zotero’s Timeline to visualize items in chronological context (Timelines, 
https://www.zotero.org/support/timelines)

■ Use Zotero or EndNote to store transcriptions of sources or as your research log. 
(Ideas from Donna Cox Baker. Zotero for Genealogy: Harnessing the Power of Your 
Research. The Golden Egg Genealogist Series. Tuscaloosa, Alabama: Golden 
Channel Publishing, 2019.)
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One way to get started using bibliographic software

■ Start with Zotero. 
– Keep your options open in case you want to migrate to EndNote (or other 

software) later. (For instance, attachments may not migrate.)

■ Begin with a project that you know you will benefit from. 
– Formulate a problem, a goal, and a solution.
– Decide what you want to put into your bibliographic database.

□ Start with a manageable number of bibliographic records. 
□ Consider starting with records that are easy to ingest into the database. 

– If necessary, enhance the bibliographic record with metadata, e.g. names, 
places, dates, events, etc. 
□ Create a "template" record in which you record your decisions about what to 

put in each field, any standard terminology, etc.

■ Work with your database for a while until you decide what you want to do with it: 
(a) maintain the status quo, (b) revise or expand it, or (c) give it up.
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Summary: use cases

1. Manage sources
a. Collect and record bibliographic metadata for a book, article, webpage, etc. to be 

able to identify and cite the item.
b. Add location information to the record to be able to find the publication on hard disk, 

on shelves, on the Internet, or in an archive.
c. Manage collection of resources, print and/or electronic.
d. Manage the digitization of the print sources.

2. Record information about special materials such as journals, newspapers, maps to 
make them more easily findable.

3. Reminder to your future self.
4. Record detailed information about the content of materials.
5. Enter your research notes.
6. Search the database, taking advantage of rich metadata.
7. Create a citation in a variety of styles. Create a quick citation. Create a bibliography. 

Integrate with Microsoft Word. 
8. Create a subject bibliography (easily in EndNote).
9. And much more.
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Summary: not possible

1. Fully implement Evidence Explained.

2. Fully integrate TMG and bibliographic software.

3. Easily export sources from TMG to bibliographic software or vice versa.
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Thank you!

Questions??? Bibliographic software is 
more than just about 
creating citations. It is 

also a database.

Bibliographic 
software 

supplements -
rather than 

replaces - TMG. 



Support for Zotero
■ Zotero, https://www.zotero.org/

– Baker, Donna Cox. 
□ Zotero for Genealogy: Harnessing the Power of Your Research. The Golden Egg 

Genealogist Series. Tuscaloosa, Alabama: Golden Channel Publishing, 2019.
– Zotero for Genealogy Discussion Forum, https://zoteroforgenealogy.com/forum/
– Search the Zotero forum on: genealogy, https://forums.zotero.org/
– Video Tutorials, developed by the Zotero community, 

https://www.zotero.org/support/screencast_tutorials
– The Basics, https://www.zotero.org/support/quick_start_guide
– Citation Styles, https://www.zotero.org/support/styles
– Citation Styles, https://www.zotero.org/support/dev/citation_styles
– Editing CSL Styles - Step-by-Step Guide, 

https://www.zotero.org/support/dev/citation_styles/style_editing_step-by-step
– Zotero Item Types and Fields, 

https://www.zotero.org/support/kb/item_types_and_fields
– Adding Items to Zotero, https://www.zotero.org/support/adding_items_to_zotero
– Adding Files to your Zotero Library, https://www.zotero.org/support/attaching_files
– Plugins for Zotero, https://www.zotero.org/support/plugins
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Support for EndNote
■ EndNote, https://endnote.com/

– EndNote Tutorials, https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/categories/endnote
– EndNote help system

□ The Style Manager
□ Modifying Style Templates
□ Bibliography and Footnote Templates
□ Reference Types and Data Entry
□ Adding, Changing, and Hiding Reference Types
□ Reference Types [...]
□ General Importing Instructions
□ Exporting References
□ Supported Formats (Exporting)
□ File Attachments
□ Selecting a Relative Path or an Absolute Path for File Attachments
□ Linking a File to an EndNote Reference
□ Opening a Linked File or URL
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